
Innovative metal solutions for the aerospace industry
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SHAPING A BETTER
FUTURE



ARIES ALLIANCE develops and delivers in the best conditions full 
solutions (machines, tools, simulation software, turnkey workshops, part 
production) in aircraft metal forming and for large scale machining.

We strive for innovation in order to increase our customers’ added value and 
work in partnership with them to ensure a long lasting relationship.

ARIES ALLIANCE is a multi-level alliance of 
companies, technologies and products, and is 

widely recognized as the world leader in its range 
of expertise. 

Our extensive experience in the field of metallic 
transformation processes enabled us to master the aerospace part 

manufacturing process through the implementation of the same skills 
chain that allowed us to stand out in the machine manufacturing domain: 
simulation, design and manufacturing. Our global strategy relies on these 
complementary activities, they are our foundations and make our group a 
unique entity in the industry.

Because innovation is core at ARIES ALLIANCE, we continue to develop 
innovative shaping solutions through tight collaborations with our 
customers and external research institutes. 

We aim at being a driving force in the technological advancement of the 
metal forming industry by continuously improving our products and services. 
To do so, ARIES ALLIANCE re-invests more than 10% of its yearly revenue 
back into Research & Development

Technology
& innovation

Mission

Our global 
strategy



AEROSPACE PART PRODUCTION

METAL SHAPING MACHINE FABRICATION

Headquartered in France, ACB has a long experience in the field of metal forming 
through which it has acquired invaluable know-how.
ACB clients include worldwide companies involved in the field of aeronautical 
structures, engines and aircrafts manufacturing. The company offers a complete 
package of products and services to its customers:
•  Process Simulation, construction and installation of machines for titanium forming 

(sheet stretch forming, profile stretch forming, elastoforming, hot forming, 
superplastic forming, linear friction welding) and turnkey workshops

•  A full and global customer support

Based in North Carolina, Cyril Bath is the world leader in custom stretch forming 
presses for both commercial and military aerospace applications. The company 
continues to develop innovative forming technologies through active research and 
development programs. These investments lead to valuable aluminum and titanium 
forming solutions for its world-wide customers

Located in France, Dufieux manufactures large 5-axis milling machines. Innovations 
and the integration of the latest technological advances enable DUFIEUX to provide its 
customers cutting-edge solutions for aluminum, titanium, and composite applications 
for the aerospace industry. With numerous worldwide installations, DUFIEUX has 
established itself as a proven partner for its customers.
Using its Grenoble facilities, DUFIEUX, through the Aries Manufacturing branch, 
also specializes in the manufacturing of fuselage panels to assist clients meet their 
production targets.

Based in France and USA to address the global market, ARIES 
MANUFACTURING includes the aerospace part production units based on 
the technologies developed within the group. The entity is dedicated to 
the manufacturing of complex parts, in titanium, aluminum and Inconel, for 
leading players in the aeronautical industry. 
For all cold forming, hot forming, friction welding processes and  machining of 
pocketing panels, ARIES MANUFACTURING provides industrial solutions with 
high standards of OTD and top consistent quality .



CYRIL BATH

ACB DUFIEUX

Machine Fabrication Facilities

Part Production Facilities

Service Centers

27 rue du Ranzai - BP 31908

44319 NANTES Cedex 3

FRANCE

Tel: +33 (0)2 51 13 84 00

info@aries-alliance.com

www.aries-alliance.com

ARIES MANUFACTURING
27 rue du Ranzai 
BP 31908
44319 NANTES Cedex 3
FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)2 51 13 84 00
info@aries-manufacturing.com

ACB
27 rue du Ranzai 
BP 31908
44319 NANTES Cedex 3
FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)2 51 13 84 00
info@acb-ps.com

CYRIL BATH
1610 Airport Road
Monroe, NC 28110-7393
USA
Tel: +1 (704) 289 8531
info@cyrilbath.com

DUFIEUX
4 rue Monmousseau 
BP 227
38433 ÉCHIROLLES
FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)4 76 33 26 10
info@dufieux.com
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